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Abstract 

Myocardial bridge (MB) is a congenital heart 

condition in which a “bridge” of myocardium is 

overlying a “tunneled” coronary artery. MB can be 

associated with a series of critical cardiac events. Aim of 

this study was to evaluate electrocardiographic alternans 

(ECGA) on a MB patient, being ECGA a cardiac 

electrical risk index defined as beat-to-beat alternation 

of electrocardiographic P-wave, QRS-complex and T-

wave morphology at stable heart rate. ECGA analysis 

was performed in a 1-hour 12-lead electrocardiographic 

recording of a 54 years-old MB male patient at rest by 

application of the heart-rate adaptive match filter 

method. Areas of P-wave, QRS and T-wave alternans 

(PWAA, QRSAA, TWAA) were measured, evaluating also 

the prevalent among the three. Results showed the 

prevalent alternans was T-wave alternans, being TWAA 

on average equal to 6.3 µV×s (PWAA=4.7 µV×s, 

QRSAA=4.3 µV×s); TWAA prevalence occurrence rate 

was 94% (PWAA: 5%, QRSAA:1%). TWAA was also 

found to be significantly correlated (ρ=0.72, p<10-2) with 

heart rate. Eventually, TWAA was at least twice higher 

than in previously analyzed male healthy subjects. Thus, 

MB seems to be associated to a higher cardiac electrical 

risk, possibly especially while performing physical 

activity at high heart rate. 

 

1. Introduction 

Myocardial bridging (MB) is a congenital heart 

anomaly consisting of an epicardial coronary artery that 

assumes an intramuscular course. Consequently, 

myocardium acts as a “bridge”, since it overlies the 

coronary artery, so-called “tunneled artery”, instead of 

being physiologically underneath it [1]. MB can affect 

the growth of the adjacent blood vessels, depending on 

its entity and depth [2]. Additionally, MB often affects 

the left anterior descending coronary, which results 

distorted during systole causing a delay in diastolic 

relaxation. This functional disturbance is usually relieved 

through surgical resection of the muscle bridge [3]. 

Despite some individuals are symptom free, MB is not 

always a benign finding and can be associated with 

cardiovascular complications [1]. Mechanical stress in 

correspondence of MB segment can cause endothelial 

damage, atherosclerosis and vasospasm, phenomena 

potentially leading to ischemia. Other complications of 

MB include also angina, acute coronary syndromes, left 

ventricular dysfunction and stunning, and arrhythmias 

[1,4-9]. Moreover, pathophysiological studies found a 

connection between the anomalous coronary blood flow 

resulting from MB and sudden cardiac death [4]. MB can 

cause myocardial fibrosis and edema, and both 

conditions lead to a higher risk of electrical instability. 

This happens especially in case of hemodynamically 

significant MB, of which association with sudden cardiac 

death seems to be justified by an increased heart electrical 

heterogeneity [6]. 

The most powerful weapon against severe cardiac 

events, possibly associated with MB, remains prevention. 

Prevention can be supported using risk markers during 

standard clinical tests, such as the common 

electrocardiogram (ECG). An ECG risk marker for 

identification of pathologies linked to a higher risk of 

arrhythmias, or sudden cardiac death in the worst cases, 

is T-wave alternans (TWA) [10-12]. TWA is an 

electrophysiological phenomenon that consists of a beat-

to-beat fluctuation in the morphology of the T wave, 

including its amplitude, shape, and polarity. TWA is a 

risk index particularly for ventricular arrhythmias. 

However, a complete vision of possible electrical 

instability affecting any part of the heart and any phase 

of the cardiac cycle, thus reflecting into P-wave alternans 

(PWA) and/or QRS alternans (QRSA), could be very 

useful [13,14]. Therefore, ECG alternans (ECGA), 

defined as the prevalent alternans affecting ECG [15], 

should be considered. Among all computerized methods 

specifically designed for automatic TWA detection [16-

17] there is the adaptive match filter (AMF) method [18]. 

Recently, it was adapted also for PWA and QRSA 

detection, to achieve a comprehensive investigation of 

ECGA [15]. This study aims to evaluate ECGA at rest on 

a patient with MB by using the AMF in order to 

contribute to the knowledge of the relationship of MB 
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with the predisposition to develop electrical cardiac 

anomalies.  

 

2. Data and Methods 

2.1. Clinical Data 

The subject under examination is a male patient 

affected by MB, 54 years old and hospitalized before 

surgery at “Ospedali Riuniti” in Ancona. The coronary 

artery affected by MB is the left one, particularly the 

anterior descending branch. The patient underwent a 12-

lead-ECG recording, continuously acquired for 18 hours 

starting from 4:20 pm. The ECG was recorded through a 

wearable 12-lead M12 Holter ECG recorder by Global 

Instrumentation® (sampling rate: 1000 Hz; 

www.globalinstrumentation.com;). During the 

acquisition the patient performed normal activities 

permitted by the hospitalization. Most of the time, but 

especially during the first hour, the patient was in a 

complete rest condition, lying on the bed. 

The recording procedure was performed in accordance 

with the ethical principles of Helsinki Declaration and 

approved by the institutional expert committee and the 

patient gave his informed consent prior to acquisition. 

 

2.2. Automatic Electrocardiographic 

Alternans Detection  

All the available 12 ECG leads of the first hour of 

acquisition were analyzed for automatic ECGA detection 

through the AMF method [18]. Specifically, the 1-hour 

ECG tracing was splitted in consecutive and partially 

overlapping 64-beat windows with starting instants 

differing of 1 s. Each ECG window underwent a 

preprocessing procedure according to which it was 

resampled from 1000 Hz to 200 Hz and filtered with a 6th 

order bidirectional Butterworth bandpass filter, 

implemented as a cascade of a high pass filter with a cut-

off frequency of 0.3 Hz and a low pass filter with a cut-

off frequency of 35 Hz. Identification of R peaks was 

performed always on one lead only. Since presence of 

heart-rate variability and/or ectopic beats can jeopardize 

alternans detection, each ECG window had to satisfy two 

suitability conditions, the first requiring standard 

deviation of RR intervals to be lower than 10% of mean 

RR interval, and the second requiring number of ectopic 

or noisy beats to be less than 10% of the total beats in the 

window. Ectopic and noisy beats were identified has 

those having a correlation coefficient with the median 

beat (computed over the beats of the window) less than 

0.8; once identified, they were replaced with the median 

beat.   

ECG windows not satisfying both suitability 

conditions were rejected; differently, they were accepted 

and submitted to the AMF for ECGA detection. ECGA 

was deemed to be characterized by a very narrow 

frequency band. Therefore, the AMF method was 

implemented as a 6th order bidirectional Butterworth 

band-pass filter with cut-off frequencies at 1/(2·mean 

RR)±0.06 Hz [18]. The filtered ECG window is a 

pseudosinusoid the amplitude of which is zero if ECGA 

is not present or greater than zero otherwise. PWA, 

QRSA and TWA amplitudes (µV) were computed as 

twice the pseudosinusoid amplitude in correspondence of 

the P wave, the QRS complex and the T wave, 

respectively [15]. Eventually, PWA, QRSA and TWA 

areas (PWAA, QRSAA, TWAA; µV×s) were computed 

as the product of PWA amplitude and P-wave width, of 

QRSA amplitude and QRS width, and of TWA amplitude 

and T-wave width, respectively. Prevalent alternans was 

defined as the one with highest area. Eventually, the leads 

for which the number of rejected windows (rW) was less 

than 30% were considered reliable. 

 

2.3. Statistics 

Normality of PWAA, QRSAA and TWAA 

distributions relative to a single lead over the ECG 

windows were tested through the Lilliefors test. Normal 

and non-normal distributions were quantified in terms of 

mean±standard deviation and 50th[25th;75th] percentiles, 

respectively. Mean values over reliable leads of the 

prevalent alternans area and of heart rate were computed 

every 5 min in order to obtain their trends over time. 

Finally, correlation between trends of prevalent alternans 

area against heart rate was tested. Statistical significance 

level p was set at 0.05 in all cases. 

 

3. Results 

Analyzing the first hour of acquired 12-lead ECG and 

being the time step between consecutive windows equal 

to 1 s, the number of preprocessed windows was 3600 for 

each lead.  

Distributions of PWAA, QRSAA and TWAA are 

reported in Table 1. Lead II was the one showing the 

highest alternans (PWAA=7.5 µV×s, QRSAA=7.0 µV×s 

and TWAA=10.0 µV×s). For each lead, the prevalent 

alternans was TWA, being its median TWAA greater 

than both median PWAA and median QRSAA. Such 

finding was also confirmed by averaging over the leads 

for which PWAA was 4.7 µV×s, QRSAA was 4.3 µV×s 

and TWAA was 6.3 µV×s. 

Results on prevalence occurrence rate are reported in 

Table 2. Occurrence rate of rW ranged from 19% to 50%. 

Out of 12 leads, 6 were considered reliable (II, III, V1, 

V4, aVL, aVF); among these there is lead II which is the 

one showing the highest alternans. TWA confirmed to be 

the prevalent alternans. Indeed, TWA had a mean 
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prevalence occurrence rate over all leads of 94%, 

followed by PWA (5%) and QRSA (1%). Thus, TWA 

was the prevalent, even if not the only one present.  

Trend of mean±standard deviation TWAA (i.e. the 

prevalent alternans) over reliable leads II, III, V1, V4, 

aVL, and aVF is reported in Figure 1, where it is also 

depicted the trend of heart rate. Common trend shown by 

Figure 1 was confirmed by correlation between mean 

TWAA over reliable leads and heart rate: correlation was 

strong (0.72) and statistically significant (p<10-2). 

 

 

 

Table 1. PWAA, QRSAA and TWAA distributions, 

expressed as 50th[25th;75th] percentiles. In bold the 

prevalent alternans. 

 

Lead 
ECGA area (µV×s) 

PWAA QRSAA TWAA 

I 5.6[4.1;7.7] 5.4[4.2;7.3] 7.2[5.6;9.4] 

II 7.5[5.6;9.5] 7.0[5.3;9.0] 10.0[8.0;13.6] 

III 4.7[3.7;5.7] 4.1[3.2;5.1] 6.6[5.0;8.4] 

V1 6.4[4.5;8.3] 5.9[4.4;7.8] 8.2[6.6;10.4] 

V2 3.7[2.8;4.6] 3.5[2.8;4.5] 5.2[4.0;6.6] 

V3 4.8[3.8;6.1] 4.2[3.4;5.3] 6.8[5.4;8.6] 

V4 3.8[2.4;5.2] 3.6[2.6;5.0] 5.0[3.6;6.8] 

V5 2.8[2.2;3.5] 2.5[1.8;3.4] 3.6[2.6;4.8] 

V6 4.5[3.3;5.8] 4.0[3.1;5.3] 5.8[4.2;7.6] 

aVR 3.6[2.6;4.9] 3.3[2.4;4.6] 5.4[3.8;6.8] 

aVL 4.5[3.5;6.4] 4.1[3.0;5.6] 6.0[4.6;8.4] 

aVF 4.7[3.3;7.0] 4.3[3.1;6.5] 6.2[4.4;9.8] 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Prevalence occurrence rate of PWA, QRSA, 

TWA and occurrence rate of rejected windows (rW), 

expressed as percentage. In grey are highlighted the 

reliable leads (rW<30%). 

 

Lead 

Prevalence occurrence 

rate (%) 

Occurrence 

Rate (%) 

PWA QRSA TWA rW 

I 6 1 57 36 

II 4 1 71 24 

III 1 0 70 29 

V1 7 1 65 27 

V2 1 0 49 50 

V3 1 0 50 49 

V4 6 1 71 22 

V5 3 0 47 50 

V6 3 1 45 51 

aVR 2 0 65 33 

aVL 3 0 77 20 

aVF 2 0 79 19 

4. Discussion 

This study evaluated ECGA at rest on a patient with 

MB by using the AMF in order to contribute to have more 

insight on the relationship of MB with an increased 

cardiovascular risk due to ECGA. The AMF method was 

chosen because of its ability to detect time variability of 

alternans and its versatility in detecting all possible types 

of alternans [15].  

Since each ECG wave reflects a particular phase of the 

cardiac cycle, the entity of prevalent alternans is likely 

linked to the specific coronary artery affected by MB. In 

the case under examination, the patient had MB affecting 

a coronary that supplies blood to ventricles; thus, the 

anomaly was expected to most influence ventricular 

activity. Results indicate that the prevalent alternans was 

TWA, which overcame QRSA (also related to the 

electrical activity of ventricles). Eventually, PWA was 

smaller than TWA but not completely negligible, 

meaning an instability affecting all heart electrical 

activity, even if differently. Moreover, it is important to 

observe that MB seems to increase TWAA, and thus 

cardiac risk associated to it. Indeed, TWAA is, on 

average over 6 µV×s, with peaks over 10 µV×s, whereas 

TWAA measured on healthy male subjects by the same 

method is estimated to be around 3 µV×s [19].  

Thus, here TWAA is twice to three times higher than 

the expected one on a healthy male subject. Nothing can 

be said on PWA and QRSA since no reference values of 

PWAA and QRSAA in normal subjects are available in 

the literature.  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Trend of mean±standard deviation of TWAA 

over reliable leads (upper panel, where mean and 

standard deviation of TWAA are marked with full circles 

and through gray shade, respectively.) and heart rate 

(lower panel).  
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Future studies will be aimed to determine 

physiological levels of PWA and QRSA in healthy 

subjects. 

TWAA showed to have the typical behavior to be lead-

dependent (wide gray shade in Figure 1), as previously 

observed [20], and to correlate with heart rate. The 

dependence from heart rate could indicate that, in case of 

a subject affected by MB, the risk to undergo 

arrhythmias, also severe, is not only higher than in 

healthy people, but it could even grow up while the 

subject is performing physical activity involving 

accelerated heart rate. Further studies are needed to 

confirm this hypothesis. 

In conclusion, ECGA is higher than normal in our MB 

patient and manifests itself as TWA. Thus, in general, 

MB could be associated to an increased cardiac electrical 

risk, especially at high heart rate.  
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